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The game
Help Charlie find is way through
three huge worlds of adventure.
Each world consists of six levels, of
which two are hidden (2nd and 5th).
Before you can play such a hidden
level, you must find the secret exit in
the level before.

Some levels contain clouds on which
Charlie can glide. By walking to the
left or right, you can make the cloud
go up. Make a little jump to stop it
again (may require some practice).
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Dive into the water

Other keys available:
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There are also switches in some
levels that will swap the following
blocks:

Smaller screen
Back to large screen
Pause
Quit game

Joystick controls:
Button A: Jump, B: Accelerate.
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At first you have to play the levels in
the correct order. After you have
completed the last one, you can
select a level to play.

The switch looks like this, touch it
from any side.

Items
During the game Charlie can find the
following items (some are hidden in
yellow crates):

These switches and blocks can be
found in many colours!

The status line
Charlie can beat most of his
enemies by jumping on top of them,
but not all:

Whenever Charlie finds a shield, he
can beat (nearly) any enemy, by just
touching it.

Somewhere in each level, there is a
checkpoint. Touch it so it starts
turning around. You can restart here
later if Charlie loses a life.

The status line displays the following
information (from left to right):
•
•
•
•

Number of lives
Number of coins
Number of diamonds
Score

The number of hearts is displayed at
the top left. Whenever Charlie has
no hearts left and is hit by an enemy,
he will lose a life.

To complete a level, you must find
55%, 65% of 75% of all diamonds
and coins (depends on the difficulty
chosen).

This heart gives Charlie more health
and the egg will give him an extra
life.

Find the letters C H A R L I E in
each level for an extra life.

Controls
Keyboard controls:

This shield will make Charlie
invincible for a short period.
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However, if you exit and restart the
game, you will have to start at the
beginning of the level.
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Accelerate

This super heart increases the
maximum number of hearts Charlie
can have at a time (one hidden in
every non-secret level).

